
Customer Name and System Data
A - Customer Name - This area has the customer’s name.
B - System Type - This area describes the nitrous system.
C - Bottle Configuration - This area describes how many nitrous    
 bottles, the bottle size, and the bottle valve used.
D - N2O Pressure - This area describes the flowing nitrous pressure.
E - Solenoids - This area describes what solenoids, how many    
 solenoids and any modifications to the solenoids.
F - Nozzles/Dist. - This area describes the discharge nozzles and    
 distribution blocks the system has.
G - Feed Line Size/Length - This area describes what size feed line,   
 how long the feed line is and any items in the feed line path from   
 the bottle to the solenoids.
H - Flow Jet In Flow Tool - This area describes what size fuel jet is used   
 to set the systems flowing fuel pressure. 

Nitrous and Horse Power Data
I -  Stage - This area list which system stages the data is for.
J -  N2O Jet - This area list which nitrous jet was flowed.
K -  PSI Drop - This area list how much nitrous pressure dropped during   
 the flowed 5 second time period. 
L -  Lbs. 5 Sec. - This area list how many pounds of nitrous flowed    
 through the system in a 5 second time period.
M - N2O lbs. Hour - This area list how many pounds of nitrous flowed   
 through the system in an hour.
N - Horse Power - This area lists the estimated horse power level that   
 the nitrous jet will provide based off the amount of nitrous flowed   
 through the system.

Fuel Data 
O - Fuel Jet - This area list the fuel jet flowed.
P - Fuel PPH - This area list how many pounds of fuel flowed through   
 the system in an hour.
Q - Fuel PSI - This area list the fuel pressure set point that the fuel PPH   
 is received from.

Final Tune Up Data
R - N2O/Fuel Ratio - This area list the achieved Nitrous to Fuel ratio. 
 (Lower number = Richer, Higher number = Leaner)
S - Notes - This area lists the recommended starting point on the tune  
 up and any tune up notes needed.

How To Read A Flow Sheet For A Wet Nitrous System
Step 1:  Choose the stage you are changing. (Section I)

Step 2:  Choose the horse power level you desire. (Section N) 

Step 3:  Use the nitrous jet suggested. (Section J)

Step 4:  Use the fuel jet suggested. (Section O)

Step 5:  Using the flow jet listed (Section H) in your flow tool, Set the  
 flowing fuel pressure (Section Q), to the pressure with "Start  
 Here" beside it, in the notes (Section S)

Step 6:  Referencing wideband and spark plug data, adjust the fuel  
 pressure (Section Q), to richen or lean the tune up, by increasing  
 or decreasing the Fuel PPH. (Section P)
 Nitrous to Fuel ratio’s (Section R) 
 (Lower number = Richer, Higher number = Leaner) 

Flow Data Facts:
1.  PPH stands for Pounds Per Hour.
2.  HP stands for horsepower.
3.  PPH is used to calculate estimated horsepower numbers.
4.  Nitrous Outlet uses a 3.6 divider. (PPH / 3.6 = HP)
5.  Using flowed PPH numbers provides the most accurate data  
 for calculating how many degrees of timing to remove. 
6.  Reviewing nitrous pressure drop can show inefficiencies in  
 system components. 
7.  Suggested Nitrous to Fuel Ratio’s vary depending on system type.
     Dry Plate and Direct Port = 12:1       Wet Plate = 8:1
     Wet Direct Port = 7:1

how to read a WET flow sheet
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Wet Nitrous to Fuel Flow Sheet
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